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EDITORIAL

Editorial
Welcome to the centenary edition
of Archive Zones – and its untitled
predecessor.
One hundred quarterly issues suggests,
logically, a ‘life span’ of 25 years but the first
issue of the FOCAL International Journal
was in fact published in 1988 and AZ was
not launched until issue 35 in the year 2000.
And I am proud to say that I took over as
Editor within two years and our next edition
(Spring 2017) with be my 60th.
Yes, FOCAL’s lifetime spans the most
momentous quarter century in media
history and not just surviving but thriving in
the era of the internet, Google, YouTube
and all the associated digital technology.
So, how to celebrate that quarter-centuryplus of spearheading the development and
protecting the rights of the archive industry
worldwide?
We decided it had to be a showpiece
edition and reflect where we’ve come from,
as well as where we’re heading.
So, we give you a glimpse (albeit mostly
‘thumbnails’) of every one of the 100
issues – plus more of the best AZ covers
across our centrepages. Then we have
dug deep into the FOCAL International
archive, with thanks to Luke Smedley, for
the best of the news, features and opinions
across close to 30 years of our rapidlychanging industry. You can laugh at the
humour, wonder at the naivety and chart
the developing technology. You can also put
it all into context by enjoying the perceptive
assessments of our experts in the areas of
technology, copyright and marketing and
then share the ‘Crystal Ball’ visions of our
‘panel’ of FOCAL’s Lifetime Achievement
Award winners.
And those Award winners personify where

FOCAL
International
stands in the
archive world
at this ‘century’
mark in the
magazine’s
history. Its
Michael Archer
Awards are
recognised as the
ultimate accolades; its opinions are sought
at government level and it is a key player in
the development of new talent and training
opportunities. It’s a track record of which
to be proud and to celebrate as we read
about those who made it all possible as well
as giving us all plenty to enjoy en route.
If there are a couple of personal regrets to
add as a footnote to all these accolades and
celebrations, it has to be the retirements
of two of the key players in the FOCAL
International office. Anne Johnson was in at
the start, turning her bedroom into an office
and using her pram as transport for early
issues of the magazine! Julie took Amanda
Huntley’s idea for an Awards night and
turned it into a personal as well as a FOCAL
triumph.
As the old cliché has it – they will both be
sorely missed. Not least by me! But having
said that we all applaud the masterstroke
of recruiting Mary Egan and Madeline Bates
as job-share General Managers of FOCAL
International. They have tough acts to
follow but have all the qualities to succeed.
We wish them every success and you,
Dear Readers, a lot of fun delving into the
FOCAL International Centenary edition.
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The FOCAL story…
Co-founder Jill Hawkins recalls how a dedicated group
of ‘over achievers’ and insomniacs invented the world
of film and television archive footage and then its
magazine Archive Zones
FOCAL began in Cannes in 1985. From 1984 when the idea
of forming an association was conceived, Pam Turner and I
raised the idea around the world and back and had begun all
the ‘word of mouth’ to a group of international commercial
and archival players. I remember I’d persuaded Linda Grinberg
owner/genius of the Sherman Grinberg Libraries in LA/New
York to come to MIP. Other players were Pat Gang from Nat
Geo; Yuien Chin, NBC; Scandinavian and Australian friends in
footage/news. It was safe to say, this was an industry without
a name. The film archive/television footage world was about
to be invented.
That meeting made history of course. What is less well known
is that following that meeting we returned to our offices and
two arms of activity emerged. One was organizing meetings,
seminars, AGMs and the official annual Christmas party! The
other was the actual production, management, development
of membership drives, incorporation of the company,
monthly meetings of the group, rules of trade associations,
a lot of legal meetings as well as more world travel and just
running our own company businesses - Visnews and BBC
Enterprises.
Out of this initial happy chaos, Pam Turner and I built an
astonishing small group of ‘over achievers’. Alan Stoner, who
chose never to sleep, ran News and Current Affairs for BBC
Enterprises; David Wratten, ceaseless planner, who also chose
never to sleep, Jeremy Cantwell who never left the office
before 10pm (and had to face me every morning bright and
early to boot) and Kirsty MacCalman, (full time researcher
and partner who also chose no sleeping). Saturdays, Sundays,
nights… it took two annual Christmas parties before we were
ready for the close-ups but by February 1988 we were ready
to publish – not one but four publications!
We incorporated in October 1986 and, through 1987 to the
start of 1988, the group was hard at work, designing and
developing the logo, producing artwork for a sales folder, a
trifold brochure using the “It’s In Your Interest” theme - along
with 21 Corporate members and two researcher members
we had also gained. Fourteen months after incorporation and
a steady expansion of activities and membership, we had our
launch strategy.

Turning point year – the newsletter
1988 was the turning point year. By the April AGM, we had
already been working hard on seminars and workshops, press
and publicity for our planned public launch in both the UK and at MIP and MIPCOM - calendar and diary dates (we had
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13 open FOCAL meetings in
1988) and the launch of the
first Directory and of course
we circulated a monthly
newsletter.
FOCAL International aka The Jill Hawkins
Journal eventually replaced
the function of the newsletter. Its primary function was to
provide a shop window for our industry through the activities
and reports of the membership. The first few editions were
stuffed with news provided by our own small editorial board.
Without Alan Stoner, David Wratten and Kirsty MacCalman’s
efforts we may never have launched at MIPCOM or filled the
first few editions and Pam and I would have been left stranded
by history. We had a soft launch at MIP in April 1988 and then
at MIPCOM in October. Thanks to the generosity of Visnews,
we were able to set up our own stand within the Visnews
space, saving not only a significant sum of exhibiting money,
but we had nabbed a prime space for many years to come.
Thanks to Visnews, we stepped onto the public stage ready
for the first close-up. We had arrived.
By 1989 changes were already underway. We were all in
subtly different places. I went, literally, to Woodlands as
Head of Business Development, holding onto Library Sales
in name but with Mary Hudson holding the day-to-day reins.
ITN, Weintraub(Pathe) were all in transition. Only Pam was
unchanged, at least in her professional life - her soul mate Bob
Turner sadly died on Christmas Day 1989.
As membership and activities grew we knew we would need
to plan for a more sustainable continuity. We needed an
Administrator who could run the organization on a day-to-day
basis who wouldn’t mind being paid next to nothing - without
an office. I knew the right person but not whether she would
be willing.
I had kept up with the life and the family of Anne Johnson,
the former terror of the BBC Admin expenses department
(a wise (wo)man once told me the most powerful jobs in a
company are the ones in charge of car park permits and the
ones who approve expenses). I called her up, told her our
problem and invited her for lunch at The Wine & Mousaka in
Ealing (as featured in many, many expense reports).It looked
like a match.

Sharing the benefits
By 1990-91, FOCAL was on its feet. George Marshall no

FEATURE

longer at Pathe; David Warner had retired from ITN; Pam and
I were still leading the show, just, until everything changed. I
finally had to give up Library Sales and my old mentor Janet
Andrew (who had been Sue Malden’s and my boss when it
was simply The Film Library ) was persuaded to return to BBC
Enterprises as Head of Library Sales.
What has this got to do with Archive Zones? Everything
as it happens. FOCAL began as a commercially focused
association, brought together to understand copyrights,
rights and licensing and contractual issues to bind together
commercial opportunities and to spread/share sales
strategies.
Film researchers and their connections to production was a
primary focus, as was owning this industry as a group who
could share the benefits of membership. Pam Turner’s famous
ratecard ‘take down’ in 1991 remains a classic moment in our
long term strategy of focusing on commercial negotiations
and deals rather than living by the usual standard rate cards.
The international nature of The Journal reflected our focus on
international members.
The following year I decided it was time to step down
as the BBC Library Sales representative at the AGM having persuaded Janet to take my place. I proposed that
everyone on the Secretariat/Board should step down and
that all officers would be nominated and elected by the full
membership. As I anticipated, my adversary was not elected,

Janet was appointed to the Board. Pam was then the last
remaining founder left in 1992. She stepped down in 1996.
The new “Board” was a brand new group of newly inspired
second generation Board Members - Christine Kirby, Janet
Andrew, Jane Mercer and others primarily represented
archives and research, and inevitably the commercial activities
and the business of licensing took a less prominent role.
When the FOCAL International Journal was finally re-named
and re-branded, it became Archive Zones in 2000 and that was
right. Sue, Anne Johnson, Julie Lewis and Jane set FOCAL on
a steady successful course to a different destination - better
perhaps, successful certainly.
FOCAL changed and flourished. Today it serves as an
incredible legacy for all of those people we don’t always
remember.
In 1993, after a reorganization in BBC Enterprises (now
Worldwide) I started over with a new Library Sales operation
in New York followed by LA then Toronto. Mary E. and I
were travel companions for many more years. That same
autumn, Alan Stoner passed away. Maybe that was truly the
end of fun. But that’s okay, as Dr Seuss wrote,”don’t be sad
that its over; be glad that it happened.”

Jill Hawkins

founder of FOCAL

Winter 1997, issue 22
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Spring 1990, issue 4

FOCAL WELCOMES ITS FIRST
ADMINISTRATOR
We are also delighted to welcome our first
Administrator, Anne Johnson, who is now in
position and rapidly becoming known to all our
members. Before taking us on, Anne worked for
seven years as an Administrative Assistant in BBC
Enterprises and before that held a number of posts
in the BBC both here and in her native Northern
Ireland. She’s very much a “BBC person”, as her
father was a sound engineer with BBC Northern
Ireland for over forty years and her husband, Peter,
is a Senior Studio Engineer at BBC Television
Centre. Gemma (7½) and Natalie (15 months)
haven’t signed up with the Corporation yet! The
picture below shows the family, including Twinkle
the cat, outside the FOCAL “office”!

Spring 1990, issue 4

From DIY to digital…
The Anne Johnson Story – in her own words!
When I started with FOCAL in January 1990, I was walking into a
new world and a new business. I soon got my feet under the table,
so to speak - actually a desk in my spare bedroom at home, with a
baby in the room next door! Being involved in the production of the
journal was very new to me, and through the guidance of the late
Jane Mercer, we muddled through!
Ideas were thrown about and Jill Hawkins, the then President, would
give a Message from the President, we would have new members
and news, with a few articles on what events we were running and
attending. Jane was the editor and I will always remember driving
down to Watchmaker Productions, where Jane was Clive James’s
Archive Producer for The Clive James Show. I brought copy and some
photos and Jane had the rest – she would then work out the page
layout and we would discuss how it would look. This took place
outside Clive’s office and on many an occasion we found he had
closed his door, as we were making too much noise!!
I would then take the pagination, by car, to the designer, who was
based in West Sussex (sometimes at the same time as taking the
FOCAL books to our auditor who was located in Brighton). The
edition was then printed and sent to my house for posting – this
was the ‘FUN’ part!! Working on all the labels, sticking them on the
envelopes and then segregating them by postal zones and putting
into the relevant plastic carrier bag. My dining room used to look as
if a bomb had hit it!!
I would then take my daughter’s pushchair, pile all the bags on it and
would then be seen pushing it up the hill to the nearest Post Office.
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The Post Office manager knew
I was coming and made sure
he had enough stamps for me.
So more fun – weighing the
envelopes, and then putting
the stamps/air mail stickers on
each of them! The longer the
journey, the more stamps were
needed! I got to meet many
of the locals especially when
the FOCAL International – The
Journal of the Federation Of
Commercial Audiovisual Libraries
– as it was then called – went to a quarterly publication.
Thank goodness for the move to our first office in South Harrow.
They had something called a ‘franking machine’ and the rest is
history.
Over the years, with the change in paper, printers etc., the magazine
got heavier and heavier – and when we went to trade fairs, the Fed
Ex bill was a bit steep (thanks for Visnews in the early days). Now
we are in a new century and era with Archive Zones
being fully digital. The origins are now
Anne Johnson
just a dream – hard work, but
I have fond memories
Commercial Manager &
all the same.
Company Secretary (Retired!)

Annejohnson5000@hotmail.com
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Spring 1992, issue 8

Spring 1992, issue 8

All change in the
FOCAL office…
AZ started in 1988 and we are now celebrating the 100th edition
– an historical landmark! But there are a few other happenings to
mark in 2016.
Firstly, Jim, our accounts clerk has retired – to be replaced by
bought-in support from Befficient (financial services provider). Jim
has been invaluable keeping the books for FOCAL International for
18 years.
Julie Lewis who has been with FOCAL International since she left
LWT Clip Sales in 2003 has retired, but will continue her link to
FOCAL International by taking on a contract to manage the 2017
Awards ceremony and offer her advice and expertise to Amanda
Dantas who will run the Awards competition.
Even more significantly, Anne Johnson also decided to retire at
the end of October 2016. Anne has been with FOCAL International
from the very early days back in 1990 and has seen FOCAL
International go from strength to strength. She now feels it is safe
to hand over the reins, relax and spend more time on herself and
family. And we wish her well!!
So it is all-change and time to herald a new era for FOCAL
International! I am pleased to be able to introduce our new Joint
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Chair Sue Malden sees
it as “a new era with new
opportunities.“

General Managers – Mary Egan and Madeline Bates who bring
important new skills to their job-sharing roles. Mary comes from her
own sales, marketing and copyright consultancy and Madeline Bates
brings her training experience from Creative Skillset as well as eight
years’ experience in the film festival and exhibition sector in the UK
and Australia.
Together I feel sure they will take FOCAL International forward to
face the challenges of the 21st century, supporting our members –
as new business models emerge, copyright law continues to evolve
and the impact of digital technology beds down.
They will need to expand the FOCAL International membership as
well as draw in new businesses who face similar challenges and new
service providers, so that we can share our experiences and learn
from one another. As indicated by the change in our book keeping
arrangements we will be constantly seeking new ways to achieve a
valued service to our members, whist
maintaining all those things that
FOCAL International is
Sue Malden
renowned for.

Chair, FOCAL International

sue.malden@btinternet.com
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“An outstanding contribution to our industry”.
Dear Anne
As I think you already know, you are a
one-off! And I mean that in a nice and
good way of course. It’s because of your
character, drive and sheer passion for our
industry that you have been instrumental
in its exciting development over the years.
FOCAL is perhaps unique, or certainly
unusual, in that it successfully brings
together customers and their suppliers who
all compete with one another, in a forum
with common values and goals.
For that to work requires special people and
we’ve been extremely fortunate to have
you for so long. When I entered the world

of archives as a young ’whipper-snapper’,
it was all rather bewildering but it was you
and Julie who helped me quickly make sense
of it and made sure that I attended the right
events (and sponsored some of them!) and
met the right people. I think you should be
truly proud of all you’ve accomplished and
I’m sure that I speak for everyone by saying
that we are not only very proud of what
you’ve accomplished, but also very grateful.
Mary and Madeline should know that the
bar has been set very high!
Many congrats on a glittering career and
an outstanding and tangible contribution
to our industry and on behalf of AP, we’d

like to say thanks and to wish you the very
happiest retirement – even though we’re
not convinced that you’ll be able to sit still
for five minutes!
Best of luck,

Alwyn Lindsey and
all the team at AP.

Alwyn Lindsey: Vice President,
Sales Europe, Middle East & Africa
alindsey@ap.org

www.ap.org

MULTIMEDIA 97
From 17th-19th June, FOCAL again took a stand
at Multimedia at The Business Design Centre in
London. The Imperial War Museum Film and Video
Library participated on the stand as well as many
members placing their literature within the FOCAL
bags. Although the event, this year, had not had as
many exhibition stands as in previous years, the
FOCAL stand was very busy, with many visitors
having to return as everyone was heavily involved
in discussions. The position of the stand was
excellent as many visitors were able to see the visual
presentation from the centre of the main floor of the
exhibition. Again there were many new contacts as
well as old friendships being rekindled. This was the
first time the Imperial War Museum had accompanied
FOCAL on a stand and seemed to find it very useful,
with many of their staff taking it in turn to man the
stand. Ar the end of the event, the organisers were
able to announce that Centaur Exhibitions had taken
over the event and would be merging it with their
own “Creative Show” which will take place again in
the Business Design Centre between 19th-21st May
1998.
Autumn 1997, issue 25

Peter Fudler- Archive Films, Julie Lewis- LWT Images and
Jerry Kuehl - Jeremy Isaac Productions.

John Kerr and Jane Fish - Imperial
War Museum Film and Video
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Spring 1998, issue 27

Ann Williams - Film Images and
Jenny Hammerton - British Pathe

Julie Lewis- LWT Images and Cy Young

CHRISTMAS
GET-TOGETHER
On December 4th FOCAL held
its Christmas Get-together which
proved to be a huge success.
This year it was held at a new
venue - Kettner’s Restaurant - in
Soho, in their Edwardian Suite.
We thank FOCAL member, The
Machine Room, for sponsoring
the event where, at the height of
the evening there must have been
at least 150 people.
It was good to see Clipworld
Exchange from Germany, who
at the beginning of the evening had
a chance to show their new computer
database system. We also welcomed
some of the speakers from the recent
Copyright Conference and many
other people who had helped FOCAL
through the year.

Gösta Johansson - BP Video Library, Ronnie Benjamin
and Sue Malden - BBC Information & Archives.

One highlight for our Journal editor,
Jane Mercer, was the first ever meeting
with our designer and printer - Ted
Brewer of Brewer Communication.

Jane has been editing this journal since
it began way back in the mid ’80s and
had never met Ted before, conducting
all the Journal’s business over the
telephone.
As in previous years this event enabled
the members to discuss the work they
are doing, to ask advice and generally
get to know each other. Hopefully
Christmas ’98 will see more overseas
members at this occasion?

FEATURE

Retirement with a sense of
achievement
Julie Lewis reflects on
websites, re-brands but most
of all the FOCAL Awards
With a background in archive research and library sales,
I served on the FOCAL Executive in the late 1990s
representing London Weekend TV. This gave me a
grounding into how FOCAL operated and so, following
the takeover of LWT by Granada and my redundancy, I
was happy to join Anne Johnson in running the FOCAL
Administration. I assumed the title of General Manager
whilst Anne took the title Commercial Manager – it was
more a case of us being ‘jack of all trades’ since neither
of us had any formal training in the things that we found
ourselves doing!
With me based at home and Anne in the serviced office,
we worked well as a team – Anne looked after the
budgets, sponsorship, membership and the Executive,
whilst I looked after the website, database, PR and
branding and we both mucked in with the magazine
Archive Zones and organising events.
It required a lot of hard work and dedication, but there
were some fun times too, especially when we were able
to get away from our PCs and network at trade events.
Julie Lewis with Kate Adie and Lord Puttnam
It was only in recent years when the workload proved
other companies, but also the moral support of the FOCAL
too great that we were able to employ Amanda Dantas
Executive, and Chair Sue Malden and some particular members of
as a full-time assistant.
the board both past and present, namely, Alwyn Lindsey, Veronique
Now that I have retired, I can reflect on a few major achievements -:
Foucault, Jane Fish, Martin Rogers and Jo Griffin.
during my 14 years with FOCAL I successfully managed us through
Others who deserve my personal thanks include Susan Huxley
three new websites and several re-brands, but my greatest sense
who has researched the titles for the Awards submissions and my
of achievement must obviously come from running the FOCAL
greatest gratitude goes to all the FOCAL International Awards
International Awards.
Jurors, past and present - in particular Jerry Kuehl and Christine
The FOCAL International Awards, which have done so much to
Whittaker, Anne Fleming and Clyde Jeavons who have been there
enhance the profile of FOCAL and the wider industry, started out
since the start.
as an idea put forward by Amanda Huntley and I’m proud to have
FOCAL now has nearly 80 Jurors involved to varying degrees across
picked it up and developed it over the past 13 years and to know
Europe and North America and it’s their incredible enthusiasm
what a wonderful event it is today.
and willingness to give up hours, days and weeks of their time
Running the competition, organising the juries, editing the clips,
that sustained me all these years. We really couldn’t have done it
directing the ceremony were all skills that I developed along the way,
without them!
whilst Anne got in the sponsorship to make it a viable concern.
I wish our successors a similar sense of achievement when they pick
It’s been a great ride and I have plenty of good memories to cherish
up the FOCAL International Awards mantle and carry it forward –
- our various hosts: Trevor Phillips, Lord Puttnam, Greg Dyke, Sir
not necessarily in the same format, but in a way that continues to
Jeremy Isaacs, John Sergeant, Dan Snow and Kate Adie, and, who
celebrate the very best use of archive footage in future productions.
could forget the appearance of Martin Scorsese in 2010!
Good luck to them!
Obviously there’s been a whole team of us working incredibly
hard behind the scenes to achieve its success - Anne Johnson, who
has squeezed every last drop of sponsorship money out of the
members and Amanda Dantas who has become a very vital part
of the operation and is now able to take over the running of the
competition since my retirement.
We know we couldn’t have achieved such a huge success with the
Julie Lewis
Awards without the financial support of AP Archive and numerous
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Spring 2000, issue 35

events

Archive Industry’s big night beckons…
and the entry deadline is approaching fast !
What FOCAL International feels
certain will become the archive
industry’s premier awards will be
barely four months away – and the
Deadline for Entries just four working
days ahead when most people return to
work after the New Year break.
The date for the diary – the inaugural
FOCAL International Awards – are
scheduled for 11 May, 2004, the night
before the Picture Buyers Fair
exhibition opens in London. Presenting
the awards at the London Television
Centre will be Trevor Phillips,
documentary producer and Chair of the
UK’s Commission for Racial Equality.
The declared aim of the
comprehensive list of Awards is “to
promote recognition of the contribution
of footage libraries and archive sources
to the creative media”.
To qualify, a work must have been
broadcast or published, for the first
time, between 1 January, 2003 and 31
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December, 2003.
Entry is open to all international
production companies, broadcasters,
advertisers, footage archives, facility
houses and individuals. The award
categories are:
1. Best Use of Footage in a Factual
Programme
2. Best Use of Footage in an
Entertainment Programme
3. Best Researcher
4. Best Library
5. Best Use of Footage in an
Advertisement
6. Best Use of Footage in
Electronic Publishing
7. Best Use of Footage in a Pop
Music Promo
8. Best Archive Restoration or
Preservation Project
9. Best Post-production Work on an
Archive-based Production
10. Lifetime Achievement
If you have worked on a production

Winter 2003, issue 48

of real merit, worthy of consideration
for one of these prestigious awards, or
worked with anyone who you would
like to nominate for any of the other
individual or collective categories,
please nominate now.

Entry Forms, Terms & Conditions
can be found at www.focalint.org/
focalawards.htm
REMEMBER
ClOSiNG DATE FOR ENTRiES
9 JANuARY, 2004
SPONSORS WELCOME FOR ALL
INDIVIDUAL CATEGORIES

TECHNOLOGY
FEATURE

Digital age signals boom time
for content suppliers – but only
with more and better metadata
The 20th century was the first with an audiovisual record, initially
on film and cylinder recordings – breakthrough inventions at the
end of the 19th century. These inventions spawned, in the early
20th century, the media industries – recorded music, cinema, radio,
television.
A century on, much of 20th century technology is dead or dying.
zzBeloved CRT television sets – boxes deeper than they were
wide.
zzAll analogue television production and transmission has also
‘gone digital’.
zzCinema film – real film, with sprocket holes.
zzFilm in still cameras started disappearing first, followed by movie
cameras.
zzAnalogue videotape started being replaced by digital tape 25
years ago.
zzAll videotape is now obsolescent - VHS was replaced by DVD
and then Blu-ray.
zzAll physical media – analogue, digital, magnetic, optical – being
replaced by digital files;
zzDigital formats originally included a carrier: DV tapes, DVDs,
minidisc. Now audiovisual files are stored on whatever all other
files are stored on - hard drives, memory sticks and ‘the cloud’.
zzPhysical carriers for music all but died, with people downloading
tracks to MP3 players. The exception is the re-birth of vinyl.
zzHigh Street video stores disappeared - replaced by Internet.

Digital works miracles
Technology doesn’t just fade out, it gets pushed. By what? In a word:
digital. Not because digital technology is cheaper, or has better
quality (often it simply hasn’t). Digital has replaced analogue because
it is smarter. File-based content can perform miracles eg.:
zzMove at the speed of light. Analogue broadcasting also moved
at that speed but a videotape had to be couriered across town –
at 10 mph on a good day!
zzAppear in more than one place at a time. When you send
someone a copy of a file, you still have your own. This one
factor transformed both production and archiving.
zzWalk through walls! So could analogue networks and
transmissions, but then for anything permanent you were back
to physical media. File storage could be part of a digital network,
allowing permanent access, anytime and from anywhere.

The numbers ‘game’
The biggest miracle is that digital files are numbers, and numbers
can be operated on by mathematical processes. Software can now
change resolution, change aspect ratio, change colour balance,
remove dirt and scratches from scanned film (or from a star’s
photo), adjust pitch, pull out the individual instruments from a sound
recording – and tell you (sometimes) whose face, at what timecode,
is in the video.
The power and appeal of digital content has reshaped ‘media
industries’. People still watch TV in real time, but increasingly in

Richard Wright
reviews what’s
gone and what’s
coming

non-real time: catch-up services, Netflix, Amazon Prime. I have
grandchildren who have never watched a scheduled broadcast –
since infancy ‘watching television’ meant accessing content from
their home network.
Speed matters: 25 years ago BT trialled “digital to the home” –
ADSL. They offered video on demand (VOD) and Internet (fast,
and no beepity-beep analogue modem). The result? VOD was a
failure: clunky, less choice than local video shops. But the Internet
went down a bomb. Retired people welcomed the new window on
the world, even in 1992. Spin on to 2016, the video shop is gone,
everybody uses Internet, and broadband is finally fast enough so
people can use Internet for video-on-demand!

What next?
Briefly:
1. Mobile: 4G and whatever comes after it, plus near-ubiquitous
Wi-Fi will bring broadband to mobile, and greatly expand
the number of ‘bums on seats’ (or bums running for a bus)
available as audiovisual content consumers.
2. Smart content: Consider the difference between today’s
smart phone and a mobile phone of 20 years ago. That tells
us the direction we’re headed. Consider also that access to
content will be mediated by apps that can select content by
user preference. This means the description of content, the
cataloguing, the metadata, will be a major determinant of what
gets seen and heard. Archives will need to create time-based
metadata, embedded in their digital content, to be ready to slot
their content into these smart pipelines.
There are major opportunities for content holders – FOCAL
members – who can supply Smart Content. Internet connection to
viewers is two-way – data is collected about what they watch, what
other Internet sites they use, even what they buy. The viewer isn’t
just a bum-on-seat. The Internet viewer is profiled and targeted.
Content suppliers are booming. Traditional producers compete with
YouTube, Amazon, Google, Twitter – and HBO. Advertisers want
to reach target populations, identified by Internet profiling. Content
producers (including archives) need to match offerings to profiles,
down to brand of car, specific holiday resorts and breed of the pet
dog.
This matching is done with metadata – and FOCAL members will
need more and better metadata, tied to the timeline, to supply this
focussed content. Speech and image recognition, transcripts for
sound tracks, object recognition – and probably lots more standard
manual cataloguing – will be needed to succeed in supplying Smart
Content.

Richard Wright
preservation.guide@gmail.com
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Technological innovation has revolutionised
the footage industry but Gerry Weinbren
fears for our film heritage
The combined photographic and footage market has become
a multimillion dollar industry courtesy of new technology.
The mass exploitation of images, the way they are recorded,
managed and stored could not have been imagined when
Archive Zones was born in 1988. At the time most film
libraries were “in-house” facilities serving large organisations,
like the BBC and ITN.
In the UK a few Independent libraries had appeared in the
’60s providing producers, of documentaries and cinema
shorts, a safe haven for their original materials while earning
royalties from sales. When the documentary genre transferred
to television some libraries began to produce 35mm footage
to meet high-end demands. The virtual take-over of the
footage sector by large “stills” libraries, and the disruption it
has caused, started in the late 90’s.
During the ‘80s technology accelerated the pace of change.
It began with computers replacing traditional logging systems,
and video cassettes instead of film prints being used for
preview purposes. Librarians played a key role in research
until film clients and researchers no longer needed to select
footage on site. Corporate and television production gradually
migrated to tape but film remained the mainstay of the
footage market. HD was a reality in 1988 although it took
another ten years - because of commercial factors - for it to
become a broadcast standard.
Over the last 20 years, digital technology and the internet
have completely revolutionised the way in which the industry
functions, with film restoration possibly the most remarkable
example. For librarians and archivists it has been a challenge
to keep abreast of these fast-moving developments and in
particular to cope with the recent frenetic “on demand”
expectations of clients. At present there is a plethora of
chatter about 4K but little understanding of the practical
implications involved.
Movies shot on film, for example, demand 4K footage to
match 35mm film resolution. The photographic quality of
movie and TV drama production - whether film or digital - is
of the highest standard. However other footage, including
some documentary output recorded on inferior equipment,
leaves much to be desired.

Scanning knowledge essential
Another area of confusion concerns the use of film in digital
productions. As most archive footage originated on film it is
essential that librarians and archivists have a good working
knowledge of the latest scanning techniques. For younger
members of the footage fraternity, with little or no film
experience, this in itself is a challenge. 35mm negative is
regularly scanned at 4K with every prospect of it being used
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at 16K. Because 35mm print stocks are of a lesser resolution,
and often have fading problems, their value as archival footage
is limited.
Original negative can suffer from minor blemishes acquired
during manufacture or processing. When film elements
were in general use “wet gate” technology was employed
to eliminate such imperfections. Because scanning devices,
apart from the special equipment mainly utilised for restoring
feature movies, do not have wet gate “built in” these slight
blemishes become glaringly evident at high resolution. The
solution is post transfer electronic cleaning known as “dust
busting”. Digital cameras have similar problems as dust and
dirt can settle on their sensors during production. Cleaning
can be a time consuming exercise involving appreciable cost.
Technological innovation has revolutionised the footage
industry but with some unfortunate repercussions. The
“platforms” now available to distribute material are a typical
example. The contact with librarians is virtually zero thus
denying their valuable input. Painstaking research is replaced
by a machine offering instant results often of little value, digital
cameras with automatic functions encouraging mediocre
single crew productions and expensive online editing limiting
creative input because of cost factors. Technical wizardry is
replacing the art of film.
Many of the advantages accrued from the application of
technology have been offset by disruptive commercial
practices. The result, short term profit and stock market
ratings replacing the traditional values
of quality and the preservation
of our film heritage.
Gerald Weinbren
geraldweinbren@me.com
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A NEW RECRUIT?

Spring 1998, issue 27

Julie Lewis with Pamela Anderson at NATPE ’98
for it apart from the Journal, the newsletters, the Members
Guide and some meetings and seminars for those who can
get to them. For this reason I feel it is very important for us
to have a visible presence in as many parts of the world as
is possible. There is never going to be the perfect venue for
us, but making sure that we attend at least one European
and one USA exhibition per annum, we will ensure that our
profile is enhanced and the efforts of our various chapters are
supported.
For this reason, I will recommend to the next FOCAL
Executive meeting that we take a booth at NATPE ’99, also
to be held in New Orleans. Hope to see you there!
Julie Lewis
LWT Images, FOCAL Executive

Sorry boys, I couldn’t persuade Pamela to sign up to
FOCAL this time, but with your help we can try again next
year!
The size of Miss Anderson’s breasts was surpassed only
by the size of the Ernest N. Memorial Convention Center,
venue for the 35th Annual NATPE Program Conference
and Exhibition, New Orleans. For 3 days I paced this vast
exhibition hall with 17,000 other visitors, stopping to chat
with as many people as I could manage amongst the 320
booths.
Interest in the FOCAL message was very encouraging
and was further enhanced with the news I was able to give
concerning the launch of our US East Coast chapter led by
Cathy Carapella and Jessica Berman Bogdan.
The only film archive with a booth was the CBS News
Archive, but APTV, WTN, British Pathe, CBC, Discovery,
WGBH and SVT, not to mention the big feature film
distributors, were amongst those with links to FOCAL
which had representatives present.
We all know that FOCAL exists to promote the use of
library footage and stills, but apart from that it is always
difficult to convey to prospective members exactly what
the organisation can do for them - promote, educate,
inform, network, etc. It is of different value to different
members, and often there is nothing tangible to show
Spring 1995, issue 15
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Serge
Bromberg…

Spring 2012, issue 81

a passion for solving the
insoluble and restoring the
audience for silent films
Alison Mercer meets the founder of Lobster Films and re-lives the
world’s most expensive and “jaw dropping” restoration
Early film is beyond passion for Serge Bromberg of Lobster Films
in Paris – it’s visceral, it’s in his DNA. Serge is a polymath who,
apart from his adventures in restoration, is also an accomplished TV
presenter, pianist, collector, fund-raiser, film director and producer.
Serge has a lot in common with the original magician of cinema,
George Melies, and has performed the ultimate homage in restoring
the 1903 hand-coloured version of A Trip to the Moon. Originally a
stage musician, Melies found in cinema what Serge calls the ‘tools
of illusion’. Melies was entranced by film and immediately saw in
the film-making process the potential for sleight of hand and other
miraculous tricks. And now Serge has weaved his own magic in
restoring the film.
Serge’s love affair with early cinema began at the end of the ’60s
when his father set up a newly acquired Super-8 projector with
Chaplin’s A Night in the Show. Whether it was the flickering images,
the madcap Chaplin comedy, the whirr of the projector or the
anticipation as his father laced the film through the projector, Serge
was hooked. His passion for collecting film grew to such an extent
that by 1985 he had established Lobster Films with his ‘accomplice’,
Eric Lange. Although the pair hadn’t established a particular goal for
the company at that time, their work assumed its own dynamic and
before long the pair had tracked down almost 100 pre-1905 films
including 17 films by George Melies long presumed lost (Melies was
notorious for destroying his work).
Their success in locating early films led inevitably to the necessity for
preservation. Many of the films had not been professionally stored
and because they had been frequently run through projectors they
had significant damage like broken sprocket holes, dust, scratches
and sound problems. Gradually and quite naturally, preservation
became a larger and larger part of the business as Eric and Serge
sought new and innovative ways to restore aged films to pristine
life. Word of their expertise spread and in the late 1980s and early
1990s, Lobster had undertaken the restoration soundtracks of cult
classics, L’Atalante and Les Enfants du Paradis.

Apparently insoluble problems
Serge notes that restoring films can be very creative in that it
often throws up issues that seem insoluble and that require radical
solutions. For example, films from the silent era were generally
shot with two cameras, situated side by side, one for the domestic
negative, the other for the foreign negative, so the image is
inherently different. Or a print of a film in America might have the
beginning of a film and a print in France might contain the end of the
film so splicing the two to restore the film simply creates a monster.
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In other cases it could be a simple case of a difference in angle but
sometimes the difference is much, much more important.
Sometimes the ending is not the same. Perhaps the producers
decided to go for the happy end in Europe and the sad ending in
America or they’ve decided to change the actress for the American
market. For Serge the restorer has to be humble and aim for
perfection but must never pretend that they have created the
ultimate restoration.
What Serge refers to as his “craziest adventure” began when he
exchanged a restored, hand-painted colour film directed by a Spanish
director, Segundo de Chaumon with the presumed lost, handcoloured version of Melies’ A Trip to the Moon. Serge recalls that with
A Trip to the Moon he had “a legendary film in the worst shape you
could imagine. When we got that print in 1999 the film was in such a
terrible shape that the idea of saving one frame seemed like science
fiction but 12 years later the film is here in its beautiful entirety. So it’s
like, really jaw-dropping.”

Stuck for eight years!
Serge says, “The restoration of A Trip to the Moon didn’t take
12 years; it took four years, and in between there were eight
years of nothingness because we were stuck. We didn’t have
the technology and we didn’t have the money.” Angela Saward,
Curator of Moving Image & Sound, Wellcome Library, worked with
Serge when she was (General Manager) at Film Images, who, from
1997 to 2007 represented Lobster Films’ stock footage sales in the
UK. She recalls how several years ago, Serge talked about using a
special gas to gently coax apart the film which had become stuck
together rendering access to the images impossible. By using the
gas 90% of the images were forensically retrieved from the film but
a further 7%-8% were completely missing which meant that black
and white prints of the film had to be re-coloured to fill in the gaps.
To complete the restoration software designed for use in special
effects for blockbusters was utilized at Technicolor Digital services in
Hollywood.
On his passion for restoration projects, Serge admits that it is,
“What you like about Christmas; it’s that moment of promise and
suspense when the toys go back on the shelf and you start hoping
for next Christmas. I’m like a kid waiting for the next toy to be
unwrapped.”
Alison Mercer
alimercer@hotmail.co.uk
+44 (0)7973 387610
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Two lost films from Peter Sellers’ early career have been found in a
London skip and will be shown to the public for the very first time in
50 years at the Gala Opening of the 2014 Southend Film Festival.
Dearth of a Salesman and Insomnia is Good For You were both made
in 1957 by the now defunct Park Lane Films and had been thought
to be lost. They were discovered by Robert Farrow when the
former film studio’s office building was being cleared out.
Mr Farrow, who lives in Thorpe Bay, Southend-on-Sea said: “As the
building manager, it was my job to oversee that each floor of the
property was properly cleared prior to refurbishment back in 1996.
I spotted 21 film cans in a skip outside the office block and thought
they would be good for storing my Super 8 collection in. I took them
home, put them in a cupboard and pretty much forgot about them.
During a recent clear out, I found them again and decided to see what
the tins contained – it was then I realised they were two Sellers films
including the negatives, titles, show prints, out-takes and the master
print. It was amazing. I knew I had something, but it wasn’t until I
called Paul Cotgrove, who organises the Southend Film Festival, that it
dawned on me that I’d found something very special indeed.”
Paul recalls, “When I did some research I was gobsmacked to see
that the two films are widely regarded by film historians as being
’lost’ Peter Sellers movies. Robert’s find is the Dead Sea Scrolls of
the film world.”

Neither Dearth of a Salesman nor Insomnia
Is Good For You has been seen in public for
over 50 years. Both are short, running for
approximately 30 minutes each. Sellers
filmed them not long before his first, major
starring film role in The Naked Truth – he had
already achieved household fame as one of
The Goon Show cast on BBC Radio, but was
still attempting to make his breakthrough
on the big screen. In both movies, Sellers
assumes a number of roles, including doing
Dearth of a Salesman
the voiceover in Insomnia is Good For You –
as Paul adds, “He almost appears to treat them as show reels to
demonstrate to film producers his considerable talents.”
Mr Cotgrove now intends to have the films digitally restored and
present them on the opening night of the Southend Film Festival, on
1 May, 2014.
Paul says “We are busy researching and trying to speak to people
who might have been involved in their creation – we’d love anyone
who has any information to get in touch with us.”

www.southendfilmfestival.com
+44 (0)7981 824283
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“Movie equivalent of Dead Sea Scrolls” found dumped in skip!
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New Pearl Harbour shots from a Box Brownie?
You’re pulling my leg!
On this December 7th, more moving

been in the last 20-some years.
amazing pictures taken by an

unnamed sailor serving on the
USS Quapaw when the Japanese
hit Pearl Harbour in 1941. The
story circulated rapidly by emails,
blogs and online forums.
Cynics would have spotted a
couple of early clues. The pictures
were taken from several different

Box Brownie camera
technology. But the serious
sleuth would
11have known that, in fact,
USS Quapaw was never at Pearl Harbour.
In fact, it was not even launched until
1943! Any reputable naval historian – like
AZ’s Office Cat – would have recognised
the real source of the spectacular pictures
as US Naval archives on the Naval
Historical Centre website.
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WHAT
WE HAVE LEARNED
winter 2011
FROM THE MOVIES
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Imagine
you lived a remote
life but
had
satellite television and were able to see
movies all of the time. How misguided would
your life be? Below are a few of the things
that you would have learned according to an
entry on the internet.
1. All beds have special L-shaped cover sheets which
reach up to the armpit level on a woman but only to
waist level on the man lying beside her.
2. If being chased through town, you can usually take
cover in a passing St Patrick’s Day parade – at any
time of the year.
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3. All grocery shopping bags contain at least one stick
of French Bread.
4. Once applied, lipstick will never rub off – even
while SCUBA diving.
5. During all police investigations it will be necessary
to visit a strip club at least once.
6. All telephone numbers in America begin with the
digits 555.
7. The Eiffel Tower can be seen from any window in
Paris.
8. Should you wish to pass yourself off as a German
officer, it will not be necessary to speak the
language. A German accent will do.
9. Most laptop computers are powerful enough
to override the communication systems of any
invading alien civilisation.

Winter 2011, issue 80

10. If staying in a haunted house, women should
13
investigate any strange noises in their most
revealing underwear.
11. It is always possible to park directly outside the
building you are visiting.
12. All bombs are fitted with electronic timing devices
with large red readouts so you know exactly when
they’re going to go off.
13. When they are alone, all non-native English
speakers prefer to speak English to each other.
14. When paying for a taxi, don’t look at your wallet
as you take out a bill – just grab one at random and
hand it over. It will always be the exact fare.
15. A man will show no pain while taking the most
ferocious beating but will wince when a woman
tries to clean his wounds.
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Conquest of London…
The Nazi ConquestThe
of Nazi
London…
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Kevin Brownlow’s intriguing tale of ‘good faith’ transactions

Kevin Brownlow’s intriguing tale ofthat‘good
transactions that earned him nothing
earned faith’
him nothing

A

n elaborate documentary on Nazi
propaganda films, La Grande
Storia, directed by Nietta La Scala
and produced by Maria Carla Pennetta,
was presented on RAI-Tre in Italy a year
ago. I suspect I have seen all the extant
Nazi propaganda footage at least twice,
but a friend sent me a tape because this
documentary had something unique. Did
you know that around the time of the
invasion of Russia, the Germans were
so anxious to convince those in their
occupied territories that they had defeated
England that they made a film to prove it?
It was called The Conquest of London and
it was shot in l94l.
The Italian commentary declares that these
images represented “an extraordinary
document which historians would later call
‘virtual’ history. A conquest Hitler long
dreamed of but which never materialised,
even though he kept on bombing. This
dream of Hitler for conquering London
was so strong that everyday life under
German occupation was put into a film.
The fantasy becomes a hallucination of
the truth…In these typically English
surroundings, they reconstruct moments of
a pacified London under Nazi control.”
I was astonished. Although I had studied
this subject, I had never even heard of
The Conquest of London. Yet when I
Reprinted
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Clearly the Italian Copyright Law
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News in Brief

they used it without telling him. But
not, I bet, without paying him.

RAI’s source
The late Dr Hippler, director of that
notorious propaganda film The Eternal
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De-fusing the content ‘time bomb’
and securing the Olympic heritage
for future generations…
Stewart Binns on the detective work and legal battles that gave
birth to the Olympic Television Archive Bureau (OTAB)
As we all know, archives are largely about past glories and thus have
been around for a while. The wheel was invented a long time ago,
so covetable new initiatives are few and far between. However, to
my very good fortune, a ‘plum’ opportunity landed in my lap in the
mid-’90s.
I was at Trans World International (TWI) at the time, a prominent
production company in the sports television business, in large part
because of the presence of its giant parent company, the ubiquitous
sports marketing agency, International Management Group (IMG).
My main role at the time was to look after TWI’s global sports
magazine show, Trans World Sport, which had begun to develop an
excellent following and reputation and which, incidentally, has just
celebrated its 25th anniversary in May this year. I had also begun
to focus on sports documentaries and, in 1994, won the bidding to
produce the centenary documentary of Olympic history, Olympic
Century.
The series did well and won us lots of kudos with the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) and especially its then Marketing
Director, Michael Payne.
My relationship with Michael and the International Olympic
Committee was by then seven or eight years old. It was one
of mutual benefit: the IOC had lots of stories it wanted to tell,
especially to an international audience; Trans World Sport was an
ideal conduit to a worldwide audience, an audience that was just
beginning to buy-in to the eclectic attractions of international sport,
rather than the narrow perspectives of national passions.

Copyright issues
The relationship grew quickly and successfully: Guardians of the
Flame, a profile of President Samaranch made for all the Olympic
broadcasters in 1992, the Camera of Record, begun at Lillehammer
(Winter Olympics) in 1992 – a single camera nostalgia film of each
Olympic Games – and The Olympic Series, begun in 1993, the
IOC’s collection of historical programming, made in both longform and short-form.
However, during this time a startling fact emerged: the IOC owned
or controlled little of its visual heritage. I quote from Michael
Payne’s excellent book ‘Olympic Turnaround’ a chronicle of his time
at the IOC.
“Over the years, the IOC, like all sports organisations, had paid little
attention to the question of copyright ownership to the ofﬁcial
ﬁlms and broadcast coverage of the Games. Right up until the early
1980s, IOC lawyers still allowed networks to acquire broadcast rights
exclusively, and in perpetuity.
The IOC was effectively blocked from creating any documentary
or ﬁlm that would tell the story of the past 100 years without the
permission of its own broadcasters and had thus lost one of the most
important elements of the Olympic brand – its great heritage.”
After lengthy discussions with us at TWI to determine a strategy,
Payne and the IOC decided to act. Their resolve led the way to a
situation, commonplace now but rare then, where it is now a given
that a governing body retains the copyright in its event and merely
licences the rights for a set period to its broadcast partners, even
though those broadcasters are covering the costs of the coverage.
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The Olympic ‘brief ’
The brief that ultimately came our way was:
a) To acquire/recover all the moving imagery of the Olympic
Games in the newsreel, Official Film and television domains.
b) To restore the acquired material in a future-proofed way for
long-term use and for the IOC’s heritage.
c) To create an agency (OTAB), the job of which would be to
protect the heritage and to promote its use in the interests
of both the Olympic Family and any third parties wishing to
use Olympic footage.
The IOC provided a significant fighting-fund for the work and the
exciting task began.
My first and perhaps wisest decision was to seek out and hire
Adrian Wood. I knew Adrian from previous projects and had
already discovered that not only was he one of the world’s most
accomplished film researchers, he was also an amazing film sleuth;
someone who could track a celluloid trail through a legal minefield,
or sniff out film originals despite the pungent fumes of decaying
nitrate or the horrors of ‘vinegar syndrome’, a term I’m sure he
invented to convince film owners to spend a fortune to restore their
footage! (I jest of course).
The first task was to address the newsreel era, a period in ‘Olympic’
terms which covered the Games from 1904, St Louis to the 1960s.
(There is no known footage of either Athens, 1896 or Paris 1900.
Footage purporting to be from 1896 was actually shot at the
unofficial ‘Intercalated’ Games in 1906. Interestingly, even much of
the footage of St Louis is thought to be dubious at best).
The answer to the IOC’s lack of access to newsreel content was
solved quite quickly, with two deals. First of all, the IOC acquired
the Olympic imagery within the Chronos film collection in
Germany and also acquired a ‘perpetual and exclusive licence’ in the
Olympic material within the collection of British Pathé. Both these
treasure troves of footage were transferred to film from film originals,
cleaned and digitised. The process of restoring the IOC’s heritage
had got off to a promising start.

Next… the broadcasters
The next stage was the Olympic broadcasters, who had, with
impunity, been using and selling Olympic footage to all and sundry.
This issue was also easily resolved. The broadcasters did not enjoy the
process very much but the IOC had an unbeatable hand at the poker
table: “If you, Mr Olympic Broadcaster, would like to renew the
most valuable franchise in the sporting pantheon, then the price is
x million dollars. Oh, and by the way, you will only get an exclusive
licence for your territory for one year, after which the rights revert
to us… And, sorry, one more thing, we’d like all our rights back
from all previous Games”.
They squirmed and wriggled, but, with a few sweeteners thrown
in about usage within their own programming, the deals were
done, one by one; even with the mighty NBC, the provider of
billions of dollars in television rights fees. It was the third part of the
acquisition process that proved really testing – the Official Films.

FEATURE

London 2012 – Olympic Games – The Opening Ceremony
Martha Wailes relives her secretive year scouring the UK’s film and television archives for
the clips that lit up Danny Boyle’s spectacular Olympic ‘curtain raiser’
In August 2011 the last thing on my mind was the London Olympics.
The last sporting event I had taken part in was a school tennis
match, and that was a considerable while ago.
I had a call out of the blue from the Head of Audiovisual for the
London Organising Committee of the Olympic Games (LOCOG),
Justine Catterall – hugely experienced in producing large events and
keen to find someone to research extensive archive for “one of the
ceremonies’’ for London 2012. I told her I thought a project of this
size would benefit from the ‘two-heads-are-better-than-one’ thought
process – and that’s when Victoria Stable came on board. Best
decision ever made!
A couple of weeks later, in early September 2011, we found
ourselves in an office at Three Mills Studios, watching a ‘pre-vis’ film
put together to illustrate the proposed structure of the Opening
Ceremony. Left semi-speechless by this we then turned around
to meet Executive Producer Danny Boyle, whose enthusiasm was
evident and who took us into another room to see the model of
‘Green and Pleasant Land’, laid out on a large table in front of chairs
marked with signs saying ‘COE’ et al. He then apologised for having
to leave us to attend the presentation and meeting which was
obviously about to start, and we realised we were on board.
He really had only two questions for us: “What’s the best or most
surprising archive you have ever found” and “Did you like the previs?” We left the studios immensely relieved that this ceremony
wouldn’t be a national embarrassment, excited that we had the
job and relieved that at least we could talk to each other about
it, but no-one else! (Anyone who subsequently knew that we
were working for LOCOG assumed that we were delving into the
Olympic archive, and that alone.)

on your screens on July 27 was
Autumn 2012, issue 83
– at one time – to be mirrored
by the best of British archive. Children’s nightmares (interesting
that the oldest nightmare characters are still – apart perhaps from
Voldemort and the Child Catcher – the classic villains like Cruella
de Vil and Captain Hook) to Brunel’s cross-sections, ship launches
to sunny haymaking, nurses at work to Pythons at play. We found
ourselves looking through 40 episodes of Coronation Street to find
anyone eating together, dressing up, going out… or each and every
Last Night of the Proms for the best version of Rule Britannia.
Everyone we approached had to sign a comprehensive Non
Disclosure Agreement, and this worked up to a point, but in the
weeks running up to the event we found ourselves also appealing
to decency and co-opting Danny Boyle’s “Save the Surprise”. We
then duly cursed our way through clipping and capturing clips and
delivered about 400 to LOCOG by the beginning of the year. We
each had to use encrypted hard drives and acquired a new shelf of
semi-dodgy clipping and ripping software by our desks.
En route we had had another quick meeting with Danny, who was
bowled over by some of the best of British archive... the colours
of The Open Road, and Machynlleth, the early sports captured by
Mitchell and Kenyon, the films of Powell and Pressburger, Rotha and
Jennings as well as the other gems showcased in Land of Promise and
Shadows of Progress. He asked for – and we gave him – more.
At the beginning of July we queued in rare sunshine to collect our
accreditations, and then headed in under the stadium to unpack
master tapes, by now coming in vanloads. A change from working
from home in splendid isolation and a chance to see the film taking
shape at last.

We also saw the script outline from Frank Cottrell Boyce, and
rough timings of the ceremony, but that was that. We were
working with a small core production team, who were as efficient
as the fictional team in TwentyTwelve (BBC’s satirical series about
Olympic disorganisation) were hapless and hopeless, and extremely
scrupulous about their budget as well as constantly fighting our
archive corner.

We saw the final dress rehearsal – and some of the archive we had
found was actually there on the big screens – and on the house.
Some archive with its BBC timecodes found its way on screen too
that night, much to our alarm. (It had cleared by the Friday!) We
had never known exactly which screens would show which archive
– and how many screens as such would feature on the house. We’re
still not sure exactly what went out on the night.

Nightmares, villains and Pythons!

We each sent our last emails clarifying and clearing various clips
on the Thursday. And on the Friday, we sat back and opened the
champagne!

The next few months saw us gathering up archive from all corners
of British life and popular culture. Every activity and topic you saw
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Still searching for the Holy Grail
despite the Marilyn Monroe charade

As a researcher working in Hollywood, I thirst to find film that
hasn’t been seen before. I can’t watch documentaries about
movie making or film stars without noting the clips used, the
“behind the scenes” scenes, or the film out-takes. Sitting in the
theatre or on the sofa, I have one thought in mind: “Have I seen
the footage before?” Viewing material that had been ‘lost’ in the
vaults, un-transferred, languishing in an unlabelled film can is
close to a sacrament for me.
So, when news of a sale of a 16mm film of Marilyn Monroe hit
the internet, I was instantly transfixed. The footage purported
to show Monroe in an act of sexual intimacy with an unseen
man. Could it be the same old blue movie Apple, Knockers and
Coke Bottle that surfaces every now and again? Collector Keya
Morgan claimed to have arranged the sale via Ebay, and that
the 15-minute film sold for $1.5 million. Allegedly the original
film was held by the FBI, and that the unnamed owner, a dying
former G-man, secretly made the dub, and his unnamed son sold
it. A mysterious tycoon bought the film to protect Miss Monroe’s
memory. So, very film noir.
In 2003, the BBC had unearthed a hitherto-unseen home
movie of Monroe, shot in 1955 by Peter Mangone, her teenaged neighbour. According to Margaret Barrett, Director of
Entertainment Memorabilia at the Bonhams & Butterfield
auction house, she “gets a call every single day from people who
have things that have been hidden away for 20, 50, 90 years”.
Bonhams has items of Monroe memorabilia in their June sale
that have never been offered to the public before. An early film

“The life – or death – of
a film clip”

Winter 2008, issue 68

Food for thought from a student researcher at
Huntley Film Archive
Sitting at a computer doing my best to describe the charming
and all but forgotten film playing in front of me, I cannot
help but be anxious. I remember that what I type (or more
importantly what I don’t type) could make the difference
between these images living on and being made relevant
to a new audience, or them being forgotten entirely with
little chance of another resurrection. This grainy film has
survived all the things that were meant to kill it. It may have
dodged the bad storage conditions, rainy boot sales, business
liquidations and clear-outs, the threat of obsolescence and
nitrate decay. But if I think about lunch too long when I’m
typing, it could be game over for it; brought to an end by such
an inglorious death, going the way of almost every other film
no longer with us. I calm myself by writing off this feeling of
melodrama and sentimentality but that is quickly displaced
when I consider the tragedy of losing such a palpable vision
of the past, even if it is only a film advising teenage girls
of ’50s Britain that “menstruation is perfectly normal and no
danger to your health.”
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wasn’t out of the realm of possibility.
Morgan’s tale was quickly debunked by other Monroe
enthusiasts, and with no supporting evidence (like names, dates,
or scenes from the film itself, etc.), most reporters concluded
that the whole thing was a charade – no buyer, no seller, no racy
film.
And that makes me a little sad. Not because I particularly long
to see Miss Monroe in a tawdry moment but because I love
the idea that there’s still more to discover, even about someone
whose career has been as well documented as hers. I still want to
see things I haven’t seen before.
Archivist Snowden Becker, the founder of International Home
Movie Day who’s now pursuing a PhD at the University of
Texas, reminded me that the real treasures are those little
film boxes, tucked away in closets, that show us scenes from
real life, not from sound stages (although she would like to
find the missing reels of Greed). She cites Think of Me First
as a Person, a ’60s era film of the life of a boy with Downs
syndrome, Dwight Core, Jr., shot by his father and finished by
his grandnephew.
First screened at a Home Movie Day in 2006, the film was added
to the U.S. National Film Registry, citing “the creativity and
craftsmanship of the American amateur filmmaker. Snowden
said “I’m perfectly credulous. I always want to believe that
there’s more amazing stuff out there, in dresser drawers, just
waiting for us.”
And so do I.

Presidential historian
who stole his archive
Barry Landau, by self repute a US Presidential historian and
one of the foremost collectors of Presidential memorabilia,
has now been convicted of the single largest theft of historical
artefacts in the US. Documents he stole from museums and
libraries all over the country were signed by among others
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Marie Antoinette and
Voltaire. When the FBI broke into his New York apartment,
they found 10,000 items – 300 classified as ‘of extraordinary
historical value’ – including an epitaph written by Benjamin
Franklin for himself.
Winter 2012, issue 84

Archive Zones online
To read the full version of this – and all the other
historic articles from Archive Zones and its
predecessor – go to www.focalint.org and follow
the links ‘News & Journal’/ ‘Archive Zones’ journal to
specific years and Issues.
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The devil is in the detail…
How David Caldwell-Evans’ Bloody Tale proved
that in the archive film the wrong Nazi swung
Type the words ‘botched’, ‘hanging’ and ‘Nazi’ into Google and one
a noose around his neck standing on
of the first hits you will get is for a short archive sequence showing
a low stool and dies when his Polish
the execution of Nazi war criminal Amon Goeth. What makes the
guards kick the legs of the stool
film particularly gruesome is that the rope around Goeth’s neck
away.
snaps twice, and only on the third attempt are his executioners able
However, when film of the actual
to hang him.
hanging first surfaced online, Goeth’s
The footage has gathered more than half a million hits online from
execution appeared to be far more
David Caldwell-Evans
visitors to websites ranging from YouTube and Live Leak to those
gruesome than the relatively quick
catering for sado-masochists. A number of Holocaust research
death shown by Spielberg. So we
sites and even Goeth’s biography use screen-grabs from it to tell his
were faced with the kind of tall order which is all too common in
story. However there is a major snag with all this – the man being
documentary making – cover the whole story of Goeth’s crimes,
hanged isn’t Amon Goeth.
trial and death in little more than 15 minutes and ensure that facts
replaced the Hollywood version of the way he died.
In August 2012, I was employed by True North Productions to
direct two documentaries for their National Geographic series
For me however the greatest problem in tackling the Goeth story
Bloody Tales of Europe which will be broadcast in the UK starting
was not the production schedule or available screen time but the
on 25 March, 2013. Presenter-led and using a mixture of drama
authenticity of the execution footage.
reconstruction, contributors, archive and stills, each programme
To begin with, the man being hanged is dressed in clothes
covers three stories relating to a particular theme. One of my films
completely different to those worn by Goeth in photographs taken
deals with notorious executions and because of the unique footage
during his trial in Krakow. In these he is shown wearing odd items
said to show his bungled hanging, Goeth’s story was an obvious one
of German army uniform while the man in the footage is wearing
to include.
a civilian suit, raincoat and fedora hat. It seemed highly unlikely a
In 1946 former SS Hauptsturmführer (Captain) Amon Goeth was
convicted war criminal would have been given a change of clothes
hanged at Montelupich Prison in Krakow for war crimes committed
for his execution and former members of the German armed forces
both in the city and while he was
– even concentration camp troops like
commandant of Plaszow concentration
Goeth – are usually shown in war crimes
camp nearby. For decades following the
archive wearing what was left of their
war, Goeth was comparatively unknown
uniforms after they had been ‘de-Nazified’
outside Poland.
by having all insignia stripped off.
Then, in 1982, Thomas Keneally’s novel
Secondly the archive footage of the
Schindler’s Ark introduced Goeth to a new
execution clearly shows there is snow on
audience and this was followed in 1993
the ground and the gallows. But Goeth was
by the multi-Oscar-winning Spielberg film
executed in Krakow on the 13 September,
based on it, Schindler’s List. Both book and
1946 and weather records for the period
film vastly increased Goeth’s notoriety
showed it was too warm for snow in the
and thanks to Ralph Fiennes’ portrayal
city that early.
of him as a cold-blooded, sadistic killer,
Forensic facial imaging
the American Film Institute now ranks
Goeth 15th in the Top 100 hundred screen
Fortunately, True North gave me the govillains of all time. Searches relating to
ahead to send the original footage and some
Goeth in the Polish war crimes archives far
authenticated stills of Goeth to a forensic
Goeth on the witness stand
outstrip even those for Rudolf Höss, the
facial imaging analyst so that a proper
commandant of Auschwitz.
comparison could be made. This was
something of a risk because with a very tight production schedule
Spielberg’s version
we might have been wasting time and resources just to confirm
The extraordinary success of Schindler’s List naturally influenced the
what everyone else, including the Polish archives, already accepted
popular view of Goeth’s execution. For greater dramatic impact
as fact.
Spielberg shows him being hanged at the scene of his crimes,
In the event I turned out to be right. The facial imaging analysis
Plaszow Camp, rather than in a prison courtyard, and the details of
proved beyond any doubt that Goeth is not the man shown being
the way the execution is carried out appear to have been drawn
hanged in the film. None of the crucial features – nose, jawline, ears,
from stills and accounts of several Nazi war criminal hangings –
eyebrows etc. matched at all and Goeth lacked an obvious mole
including that of Rudolf Höss at Auschwitz. Goeth is depicted with
which could be seen on the right cheek of the man on the gallows.
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Copyright victory for FOCAL International and rights owners
FOCAL International and other key audiovisual rights-owning
organisations have campaigned to government on the damaging
effect that some of the proposed changes in UK copyright legislation
will have on the commercial audiovisual archive business. The
Enterprise & Regulatory Reform (E&RR) Bill is going through
Parliament and currently is being debated in the House of Lords.
This bill contains clauses that will enable Statutory Instruments (SI)
to be used to introduce all the proposed copyright exceptions and
provisions as originally outlined in the Hargreaves report.

Clause 67
We are glad to report that we have “won” on Clause 67– which
would have given a minister the power under SI to change

Spring 2013, issue 85
exceptions to copyright,
bringing a great deal
of uncertainty to our business. The
Government has withdrawn the muchdisputed clause altogether, and substituted
a clause which unambiguously maintains
penalties for criminal copyright infringements.
This result has important implications for our
future strategy to moderate the “Hargreaves
exceptions.” Commercial audiovisual libraries in the UK owe a
great debt to our lobbying colleagues and in particular to FOCAL
International’s copyright lawyer – Hubert Best.

STOP
S
PRES

Russia in colour – a century ago

had yet begun. The Library of Congress
purchased the original glass plates back
in 1948 and we reproduced an example
of these amazing pictures with their kind
permission.
archive.boston.com/bigpicture/2010/08/
russia_in_color_a_century_ago.html
Library of Congress, Prokudin-Gorskii collection

be recombined and projected with filtered
lanterns to show near true colour images.
The result is high quality images which,
combined with the bright colours, make
it difficult for viewers to believe that they
are looking 100 years back in time. When
these photographs were taken, neither
the Russian Revolution nor World War I

Library of Congress, Prokudin-Gorskii collection

Between 1909 and 1912, photographer
Sergei Mikhailovich Prokudin-Gorskii (18631944) undertook a photographic survey
of the Russian Empire with the support
of Tsar Nicholas II. He used a specialised
camera to capture three black and white
images in fairly quick succession, using red,
green and blue filters, allowing them to later

Spring 2010, issue 76

Self-portrait on the Karolitskhali River, ca. 1910.
Prokudin-Gorskii in suit and hat, in the Caucasus Mountains.
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A group of Jewish children with a teacher in Samarkand,
(in modern Uzbekistan), ca. 1910
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Hubert Best comments on his 25 years untangling
the knots of archive copyrights worldwide
I first became aware of
“archive footage” when
some 25 years ago a letter
from Germany landed on
my desk (in those days we
still wrote letters) asking
whether old Deutsche
Wochenschau footage was
protected by copyright in
the UK. Back then it was
a challenging question:
English lawyers dealt with
UK copyright, German
Hubert Best
lawyers with German. To
make the answer more
difficult, in Germany this material was protected not by copyright at
all, but by rights called verwandte Schutzrechte – unheard of in UK
copyright law at the time.
I remember walking round the office asking colleagues whether
they agreed with my proposed answer, to be met mostly with blank
stares. The few opinions ventured – including by a lawyer who had
actually been involved in drafting the UK’s 1988 Copyright Act –
were wildly contradictory.
Over the years since, I’ve been asked this question hundreds of
times, and it eventually led to two long articles in successive Archive
Zones – The Spoils of War and Booty in the Eye of the Beholder –
covering the gamut of copyright issues which this kind of material
raises, from the U.K. Enemy Property Act 1953 and foreign
equivalents through to the films of Leni Riefenstahl, who was still
alive.
In popularity, this question must have ranked second only to
questions about the differences between U.S. copyright’s ‘Fair Use’
and the rest of the world’s exceptions to copyright. How many U.S.
documentary film producers who relied on Fair Use for archive clips
have learned that distribution in the rest of the world needs further
effort (and payment). The U.S. Supreme Court has just refused to
grant certiorari (permission to appeal) in Authors Guild v Google, so
that particular gulf between U.S. and rest-of-the-world copyright
laws doesn’t look likely to be bridged any time soon.

Copyright revolutions
Paul Sargent and Patrick Smith first involved me with FOCAL
International – and I learned far more about archive footage from
them than they could ever have learned about copyright from me –
at an interesting moment in copyright-law developments. Reacting
to increasing internationalisation of media – not least through
the fast-developing World Wide Web – moves were afoot to
“harmonise” copyright laws, both worldwide and European. None
of us could have guessed at the copyright revolution – or series of
revolutions – about to happen, and the implications for the archive
footage industry over the next couple of decades.
The biggest revolution was the introduction of internet ‘rights’ by
the World Intellectual Property Organisation. As it had become
possible, then more effective and easier, to transmit film footage
over the internet, the question was being asked: What is happening?
Is it a broadcast? A cable transmission? A public performance (a

favoured U.S. answer)? Or a free-for-all?
The eventual answer was: None of the above – an internet
transmission involves copying and making the content available. Like
so much copyright law, not an easy solution to come to terms with
practically. Where was the content made available? In the country
where the server is? Where the content was accessed? Both? And
everywhere else, given the nature of networks? The ramifications
are continuing even now – the latest question the courts have been
asking is whether the transmission has reached “a new public.”
Throughout the 1990s a series of “harmonising” Directives emerged
from the European Commission, which our Patent Office (later
the Intellectual Property Office) transposed into a procession of
amendments to our UK copyright law, notably:
zzRights were to be presumed transferred to film directors.
zzThe laws of the transmitting EEA country would apply to
satellite transmissions.
zzIn cable re-transmissions, third party right holders could only
exercise their rights through collecting societies.
zzThe duration of copyrights increased to 70 years after the
author’s death.
zzA film could have no less than four or maybe even five authors.
zzBrand new database rights were introduced.
My always interesting but not always easy task was to work out
how each of these developments would affect the archive footage
industry, let FOCAL’s members know through Archive Zones and
sometimes take action.

Archive minefield
The duration of film copyright has always been particularly fraught in
the U.K. Under early U.K. legislation, films weren’t copyright works
at all – they were a series of stills, each protected for only 50 years
“from the making of the negative.” Later, films were given copyright
protection, but for how long depended, amongst other things,
on whether the film was registered with the Board of Censors.
The new “life + 70 years” provision was introduced, but these old
provisions continued. What a minefield for an archive, which by
definition contains old material!
Meanwhile, FOCAL International had – after persevering for several
years – become a member of the Educational Recording Agency
(ERA), thus entitling it to a share of royalties which ERA collects;
but as the royalties arrive without any exploitation data, the libraries
whose footage is responsible for generating the dosh kindly let
FOCAL International use it for members’ benefit. A small bit of it
enabled FOCAL International to make a socially useful contribution
to a WIPO treaty about educational materials for the third world.
A much bigger bit of it enabled FOCAL International to respond to
proposed changes to UK copyright law. The possibility that action
might be needed first surfaced in 2010 with the Gower Review, a
government-appointed review into the efficacy of copyright law and
practice. FOCAL International submitted its members’ views, as it
did to a DCMS (Department of Culture Media and Sport) review
that followed the next year. The possibility became a probability,
and then a burning imperative, with the Hargreaves Review that
followed in 2012.
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FOCAL library members appeared likely to be seriously
disadvantaged by some proposed changes which needed vigorous
action to try and avert, to which FOCAL International – together
with AP, British Pathé, ITN, Getty Images, the PA and Thomson
Reuters and others co-operating together – devoted significant
effort and resources over several years. An application for judicial
review was only avoided when some economically threatening
proposed changes to U.K. copyright law were dropped.
Other issues, notably the potential for Extended Collective
Licensing, were not. Although a French law for compulsory
assignment of film producers’ rights was struck down by the
European Court, and at the time of writing a French law for
compulsory licensing of “out of commerce” works including images
has also just been struck down – suggesting that ECLs may well be in
for a rocky ride.

The future
For those FOCAL International members who breathed a
collective sigh of relief at the end of the tumultuous chapter I’ve
just described, I end with good news: there is more to come. For
those based in the U.K., Brexit will involve “undoing” the European

Communities Act 1972 (in fact, the extent of the powers under this
Act was a pivotal issue in the Hargreaves Review). Indications are
that the legal status quo at the time will be preserved but what that
status will be at that time is not yet known, as – yes, you guessed
it – further EU harmonisation proposals are already in the pipeline.
Proposals which could affect FOCAL International members
include:
zzNew rights for online press publications.
zzMandatory copyright exceptions for distance learning and
preserving cultural heritage.
zzUse of copyright control (such as rights tracking) by online
services.
zzUse of out-of-commerce works (would FOCAL International
members’ clips benefit from copyright control – or would they
be lumped in with the out-of-commerce work which contains
them?
zz…and even the possibility to re-open old contracts to revise the
terms.
Good luck to you all!

Hubert Best

Until his recent retirement Hubert Best was FOCAL International’s long-standing legal adviser
and a member of the FOCAL International Executive.

Readership survey
WE LEARNED quite a few things about what members want
from their publications in June’s e-mail survey.
Although many pointed out the questions were akin to asking
whether you liked apple pie and motherhood, the response
showed the strong interest in improving the publication work.
Everyone liked the new look; most
wanted a more regular publication with more
commissioned articles and themed issues.
A PDF of the whole mag on the website
was generally considered a good idea, though
the copyright issues with suppliers would need
resolving.
Some 71% of respondents wanted to see
members’ news as a separate supplement
- maybe an expanded newsletter - which
combined emailed news bulletins, items on the
website and hard copy sent out.
The jury’s out on useful software add-ons - both whether it’s
really needed and if it’s practical in terms of suppliers.
Everyone - often reluctantly - accepts the need for more
advertising and sponsorship to fuel better publications.
It’s clear to the Publications Committee that the need to
separate out the commercial “shopfront” and the internal
communications of FOCAL is the only way even to attempt to
keep all the people happy even some of the time.
Heartfelt thanks to everyone who participated in the survey
and we hope to continue to get your feedback on issues that
affect how we all work.
Autumn 2000, issue 37
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Specialists in Secure Off Site Storage
for over 33 years
Film Cans, Audio
& Video Tape
Stills & Negatives
Cellulose Nitrate Film
Computer Media &
Documents

 Abbot Datastore has provided secure storage to businesses for over 33 years which
we believe makes us one of the longest established data storage companies in the UK.
 We also feel it is an important time for us to proclaim that we are a completely debt
free company and own the freeholds to our premises. Facts you may agree are
important for a company proposing to store your confidential and valuable material.
 For expert advice or to discuss a tailor made service for film cans, video tape,
computer back up material, sound recordings, documents or props, backed with our
365, 24/7 retrieval service and at remarkable rates contact us now.
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sales@abbotgroup.co.uk
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The Office Cat

writes…

I’m currently taking a break and enjoying an activity holiday
in the sun with some young friends. I’ll be back soon
(if I have any of my nine lives left!).
Miaow!
PS Delighted with this great action shot of me and if the unknown
photographer would contact AZ they will receive a suitable reward.
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The History Shoppe
Encouraging a love of history
through real archive films
…and it’s free!
Summer 2009, issue 70
J. Fred MacDonald of MacDonald
& Associates in Chicago has just
completed a novel which is available
online and free of charge. The History
Shoppe may be the first interactive
internet history adventure. It also may
be the first to employ complete archival
films within its storyline.

the craft and the
responsibilities of
the historian.

If you have children, young relatives, or
friends (especially those who are school
teachers) who are fascinated by history
– or if you find the subject engaging
yourself – you are invited to log on at:
www.thehistoryshoppe.com and join
young Henry Hobbes on his journey.
The book and its many links may be
downloaded and used as an educational
tool. And there is absolutely no cost!
© Copyright
FOCAL International
MacDonald
& Associates
tel: +1 77 267 9899
email: macfilms@att.net

© Copyright FOCAL International

Literally on the eve of going to Press we were stunned by the news of the death of Jane Mercer, Chair of
FOCAL, regular contributor to Archive Zones and inspiration to all who knew her in the world of archives.
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CRYSTAL B ALL GAZING

“Personal service with great tech”
is Paul Maidment’s recipe as archive companies compete with
mobile phone cameras and drones ease their way into the market
‘How does one become a butterfly?’ Pooh
asked pensively.
‘You must want to fly so much that you
are willing to give up being a caterpillar,’
Piglet replied.

(AA Milne)
There is something poetic about the fact that across the 100
editions of Archive Zones the past has literally became our
industries present. The currency of archive is time – a living
history recorded to remind us of the good times, the bad
times, the right and the wrong. Archive footage has too often
been regarded as the ‘poor relation’ of the media industry.
Television producers use it when they’ve run out of ideas, ad
agencies use it when they’ve run out of money and newer,
digital platforms (arguably) use it when they’ve run out of
them both.
And yet, the industry has, in my view, battled and fought to
keep up with the times, react to trends and new opportunities
and to be seen as a creative medium. As I type, the archiveheavy music documentary Eight Days A Week is riding high
in the global film box office charts. OK, The Beatles remain
a pretty popular four-piece but it shows that memory and
nostalgia is revived most notably when great video footage is
used.
Through Archive Zones’ lifetime the role and positioning of the
archive industry has changed dramatically in a number of ways
- largely driven by the necessity and opportunity brought by
technology. The ‘old ways’ of content curation, presentation
and delivery have been advanced to the point where if you’re
not online, searchable and downloadable you are nowhere.
The days of moving takes around W12 or Soho in London
have largely gone.

the recent deal announced
between AP and Movietone
- but the researcher is as
important as he or she ever
was.
Looking forward and I can
only see more consolidation
as the likes of Getty,
Shutterstock and AP acquire
more collections or work
with specific film makers in
specific territories, genres
or market sectors. I do also,
however, see an opportunity
for ‘boutique’ companies
Paul Maidment
offering a personalised,
bespoke service across
certain verticals and I’m not sure that these types of
businesses would have flourished 15 or 20 years ago.
We are already seeing viral content, virtual reality content
and mobile content all becoming integral to film making,
breaking news and to the digital world. One of my clients –
www.skytango.com – is developing a marketplace for drone
footage and soon news producers will be able to buy archive
of the Berlin Wall or find a licensed flyer in the vicinity who
can get a drone up in moments.
So, on the date of this centenary, the industry is in pretty
good shape and things are (literally with drones) looking up.
There will be casualties along the way and there will be pain as
prices are driven down against volume. Archive companies will
need to compete against the man or woman in the street with
a mobile phone, and they will need to embrace different ways
of storytelling such as virtual reality. Yet, it’s personal service
with great tech that will win out as to become the butterfly
the most successful archive content owners will also retain
elements of the caterpillar - not give it up completely.

The mistake that many archives and content owners made, in
my view (and I have written a little about this before), is that
the archive business is still largely undertaken by people with
people. It is for this reason that the ‘race to the bottom’ that
was mass digitisation of the late ’90s/early noughties proved
fruitless for many companies as they forgot this and hired
coders rather than researchers.

Boutique companies can thrive
It seems to me that most of the big archive content owners
have now struck a balance between new technology and
older, more traditional ways of ‘search & find’. Digitisation is
still key – and it will be interesting to see this in action with
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‘Crystal Ball gazers’ all…
Every year, FOCAL International presents a Lifetime Achievement Award to outstanding individuals whose
careers have earned them international recognition in production, research, restoration and curation. Who
better then to offer their thoughts on the biggest challenges, changes and opportunities facing the archive
world in the next quarter of a century?

“Wondrous possibilities but more fears than hope”
More than a century of film is behind us. What lies ahead? Will film
survive? Will younger generations know what film is? Do they know
now?
Looking back at my own half century of work with archive film,
I think of the unending pleasure of discovery and learning, of
searching and finding: history, political events, foreign cultures,
cataclysms, personalities, landscapes that tell a story, too many
wars… I tend to think of the real beauty in film as black and white,
which reminds me of the sceptics when sound arrived. Am I merely
a dinosaur, with a very small brain that cannot imagine future
possibilities exceeding the past in this realm I roam and treasure?
I have more fears than hopes. I fear that social media and the World
Wide Web will destroy as much as they enhance. I fear that sound
bites and gigabytes have displaced stacks of 1,000ft’ cans of 35mm
film holding mysteries not described on the internet.
Film, video,digital files. Where will this evolution lead? What is
happening to image quality in the process? Screens are ubiquitous,
frequently oversized or very small. Too often, historical images are
squashed and no longer expected to be sharp, which renders the
history they carry much less real. And where is the context out of
which a few shots are taken and emailed, context which gave those
shots meaning? Where are the conversations between archive
professionals and the users of moving imagery?

What I hear from those still in the business is that use of archival
film is diminishing, that researchers want to do their work from their
cell phones, that generally there is no budget for travel and deep
research in archives. My personal horror was the outside producer
creating a video for the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
who came to me near deadline with a spread sheet of shots found
on Oprah Winfrey’s website and asked me to identify their sources,
having apparently overlooked the existence of the museum’s own
film and video archive and its experts.
The vitality of the business depends on continued investment
in archives, archival professionals, and the education of new
generations in modern technology alongside film history. There
are wondrous possibilities and achievements in the realm of digital
restoration, where funds exist.
Thank goodness for Kevin Brownlow and Abel Gance’s Napoleon
and the music of Carl Davis, still weaving magic – now digitally
restored – on a big screen for a live audience. 1927 reaches out to
enchant in 2016 and beyond. They give
us hope and faith in the possibilities
Raye Farr
of knowledge, passion, and
Winner of the Lifetime
dedication to film.

Achievement Award in 2015
rl.farr@comcast.net

Protect our film heritage

Bigger but not better!

I am not the Oracle of Delphi, but I do believe that in the period
of the next 25 years some film directors and producers will
continue to make and create films on film material and in that
way provide for the preservation of these works for centuries.
I also hope that film archives restore and safeguard our archival
film heritage and thus facilitate usage of that film material by
future generations..
I do hope the final product of digitization is a physical one
whether on film material, inert metal band, crystal or other
durable material.
I hope researchers and technicians try to find the solution for
making replicas of audiovisual recording apparatuses which have
not been preserved and thus making it possible to (record over?)
and transcribe what are now out-dated and obsolete audiovisual
formats – and, in that way, make it possible to re-discover halfforgotten parts of our media history.
I hope, in the field of digitization, that they manage to create
compatible standards just as their predecessors managed to a
century ago – but this
is just my dream.

Over the past 35 years I have seen many changes in our
business…goodbye 3x5 inch index cards…hello lightboxes. The
ability to work on international productions and co-productions
has grown annually. The biggest challenge archive researchers
and producers will be facing in the next 25 years is the
consolidation of so many smaller archive collections under the
umbrella of fewer and fewer large corporations.
While it is easier every year to find non-archive owned footage
material online, the real test will be if this growing cache of
material can be cleared as it is often uploaded without source or
any ownership notes. Because of these changes and challenges,
I am most grateful to FOCAL International for the guidance,
information exchange, professional development opportunities,
and comradeship I have shared with my fellow members. Here’s
to 25 more great years of working together!

Vladimir.Opela@nfa.cz

elizabeth@elizabethklinck.com

Vladimir Opela (2014)

Elizabeth Klinck (2008)
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CRYSTAL B ALL GAZING

Archive will continue to be mis-used, under-budgeted,
re-enacted and colourized.
1. Hitler will continue to be a source of fascination, and film of the
April 1, 1933 Nazi boycott of Jewish businesses will continue to
be used out of context, and so will colour film of the Bückeberg
harvest festival of 1935. Other episodes which will be misused include the Austro-Hungarian battleship SMS Svent Istvan
sunk in the Adriatic in June 1918, HMS Barham sunk in the
Mediterranean in 1941,Westerbork the Netherlands transit
camp filmed in 1944 (which will stand in for the Death Camp
at Auschwitz-Birkenau.) The First World War will not escaped
unscathed: ‘Film’ of the battle of Jutland in 1916 will be used
though neither the British nor the Germans had cameramen on
board their ships, and the ‘Over the Top’ sequence from the
battle of the Somme will be deployed though the film was made
neither during the battle, nor anywhere near the Somme.
2. Drama Documentaries or Dramatic Reconstructions will be
popular, even though they can only show how actors and
actresses behave at the time the programmes are made, and
cannot show what individuals were like at the time of the events
portrayed.
3. The use of colourized material will not decrease, though money
spent on the process would be better spent on programme
research.

4. The quality of archive film used in programmes will continue to
fall, as budgets for historical subjects find less and less favour
with commissioning editors, and programme makers find
themselves increasingly obliged to use downloads from YouTube
or similarly degraded images.
5. Telegenic presenters, regardless of their qualifications as
historians, will be in demand. Curious readers may like to
see what that implies by consulting the Facebook page of the
Office Cat at http://www.facebook.com/pages/OfficeCat/453570594674038?skip_nax_wizard=true
6. The disappearance of the Imperial War Museum’s Film
Department and the dispersal of its dedicated and talented staff
to other museum duties will demonstrate that the Museum’s
director and senior staff may know the price of everything but
the value of nothing.
7. Professional Film Researchers will increasingly become a dying
breed. They will be replaced by receptionists, telephonists,
secretaries, runners, the Office Cat and, perhaps in their spare
time, directors and producers.
Good luck to them.

Jerry Kuehl (2004)
jerome@kuehl.tv

Technology boom heralds librarian doom
For visual researchers in particular and also media librarians/
sales executive I see the next 25 years as a kind of mixed bag of
continuing progress and steps backwards.
The trend is towards consolidation of stock footage sources into
larger and larger entities, containing multiple collections. That
may continue to negatively affect the relationship between visual
researchers and stock footage suppliers.
In the past, media librarians/sales executives had a more intimate
knowledge of the collections they controlled. As a result visual
researchers were generally well served.
Having said that, there is no doubt that technology has made the
day-to-day work of visual researching easier but the price for that
has been the de-skilling of media librarians/sales executive.
Today if you want to do a basic search you can so without having to
leave the comforts of your computer. You often don’t even have to
talk to anybody, if you don’t want to.

However, if you want something out of the ordinary and something
that is not in a database then that is when you are more likely to run
into a problem.
To state the obvious, we can find the obvious but it is not always
the obvious for which we are searching. This is where highly skilled,
highly knowledgeable media librarians/sales executives would have
stepped in.
There is no doubt that the technology will get better and better and
will continue to astound us in ways that we cannot imagine. I hope
I am wrong. However, I do not think technology will be able to deal
with the nuances that are an integral, and often unrecognized, part
of the research process.
My congratulations on the 100th edition of Archive Zones – long may
it continue to run.

Roy Harris (2009)

No Crystal Ball – just ‘thank you’!
Having spent 50 years in the film and television industry the latter
years were the most pleasant of my working life – to which FOCAL
made a major and invaluable contribution. Many of the friendly
people who also worked in this sector of the industry made this
possible and some have become longer term friends. Prior to
retirement I decided to make a complete break from the technical
side of my previous employment. However, I do enjoy reading
Archive Zones to keep up to date with those that I knew. Alas, they
are now getting fewer as they also follow me into retirement!
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Congratulations FOCAL on the 100th edition; I wish you every
success for the future and long may Archive Zones continue.

David Atkinson (2010)
Onshore@aol.com
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